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Executive Summary
The U.S. workforce has undergone significant changes in the past few decades. Increasingly
sophisticated technology, changes in the structure of the economy and the growing global
marketplace have resulted in employers putting a higher premium than ever on educated workers.
Coupled with the fact that the United States has lost its historical global competitive advantage in
postsecondary educational attainment, the growing focus among policymakers on how to ensure that
the United States has the educated and skilled workforce it needs to compete in the global economy is
no surprise, especially as the U.S. economy struggles to recover from the recent recession.
Much has been said about the importance of increasing the labor supply for “middle skills jobs,”
or those jobs that now (compared to decades past) require more than a high school education but
less than a bachelor’s degree (e.g., associate degree, postsecondary certificate, apprenticeship, etc.).
Middle skills jobs now comprise about half of all U.S. jobs, generally offer solid wages and pathways
to advancement, and in many cases, are going unfilled even as overall unemployment remains high.
In the past few years, floods of research reports and analyses have explored the growth, demographics,
characteristics and importance of middle skills jobs in the United States. The Future of the U.S.
Workforce: Middle Skills Jobs and the Growing Importance of Postsecondary Education seeks to summarize
and synthesize that research to help policymakers and advocates understand the research base and
its connection to college- and career-ready reforms. If today’s students are going to be able to access
middle and high skills jobs, they need to graduate from high school with the core knowledge and
skills that will prepare them for success in postsecondary education and training — and for success
in the careers of their choice. With chronically high remediation and low completion rates at two-year
and technical colleges, broadening access to postsecondary programs alone is not enough to ensure
individuals’ access to and success in middle skills jobs. Rather, increased access must be coupled with
increased preparation — starting with a strong K–12 foundation.
Specifically the paper includes sections on:

The Future of the U.S. Workforce
»» Between 2008 and 2018, the United States will experience economic growth, and the labor market
will increase 10.1 percent, adding 15.3 million jobs.1
»» By 2018, 63 percent of all jobs will require some kind of postsecondary education and training.
»» Including both new job openings and the replacement of retirees, high skills jobs will represent
33 percent of job openings, low skills jobs 22 percent and middle skills jobs 45 percent through
2014.2 This means roughly 78 percent of all available jobs will require education beyond high
school.
»» These projections of high, middle and low skills jobs are fairly consistent across all states.
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The Mismatch between Workers’ Skills, Education Levels and Job
Requirements
»» By 2018, the United States will have 46.8 million job openings. Thirty million of these jobs
will require some kind of postsecondary education, and there will be a shortfall of 3 million
individuals with the appropriate level of education to fill them.3
»» Sixty percent of employers report that candidates applying for jobs lack the necessary skills to
fill available positions.4
»» Another survey found seven of the top 10 jobs employers cited as being the most difficult to fill
were middle skills.5
»» In nearly every state, the workforce and labor demands are mismatched, with the mismatch
most prevalent between the number and type of middle skills jobs available and the number of
workers who can fill them.

Many Paths to Education for Middle Skills Jobs
»» In 2010, nearly 850,000 associate degrees were awarded in the United States.
»» In the 2009–10 academic year, almost 1 million sub-baccalaureate certificates were awarded.
»» In 2008–09, certificate earners were largely women (women earned more than 60 percent of
short- and longer-term certificates) as well as minority students (black and Hispanic individuals
earned about a third of short- and longer-term certificates).

Middle Skills Jobs and Access to Middle Class Jobs
»» Forty-five percent of individuals with some college and 45 percent of individuals with associate
degrees (those most likely to be employed in middle skills jobs) were in the middle income classes
in 2007.
»» More than 85 percent of the nearly 73 million individuals who earned minimum wage or less
in 2010 did not have a postsecondary degree — and nearly 60 percent had only a high school
diploma or less.
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Introduction
The U.S. workforce has undergone significant changes in the past few decades. Increasingly
sophisticated technology, changes in the structure of the economy and the growing global
marketplace have resulted in employers putting a higher premium than ever on educated workers.
Even in the face of the recent recession and sustained high overall unemployment, a limited supply
of educated workers6 is available to fill America’s current and growing jobs, further threatening
the recovery. In 2011, 52 percent of U.S. employers cited difficulty in finding the “right” talent, up
from just 14 percent of employers in 2010.7
At the same time, there is broad concern that the United States has lost its historical competitive
advantage in postsecondary educational attainment, with the youngest Americans (ages 25–34)
now ranked 12th internationally.8 The recent attention on ensuring that America regains its
top international ranking in percentage of adults completing college degrees should help address
concerns about the diminishing supply of workers for “high skills” jobs, generally defined as those
jobs that require at least a bachelor’s degree. High skills jobs have and will continue to make up about
30 percent of all jobs in the United States.
Equally, if not more, important is the need to educate and train workers to fill growing “middle skills”
jobs, or those jobs that require more than a high school education but less than a bachelor’s degree
(e.g., associate degree, postsecondary certificate, apprenticeship, etc.). Middle skills jobs comprise
about half of all U.S. jobs. Historically, these jobs were available to those with a high school diploma
(sometimes less), but changes in production and increasingly sophisticated technology now require
more education and preparation for this growing group of jobs than ever before. Additional education
and training beyond high school is now the norm for access to middle skills positions.

Figure 1. High, Middle and Low Skills Jobs in the Labor Market and Percentage
of Workers Available To Fill Them
60%

Jobs in the Workforce

Skill level

50%

30%
20%

Workers

52%

40%

42%
29%

34%

10%
0%

24%

19%
High

Middle

Source: www.nationalskillscoalition.org/assets/reports-/the-bridge-to-a-new-economy.pdf
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Low

On a societal level, the benefits of middle skills jobs are twofold. First, having a more robust supply
of middle skills workers will help the United States remain competitive by ensuring that jobs are
filled and productivity remains strong. Second, much of the growth in middle skills jobs will support
changing national demographics. For instance, health care is a growth industry — particularly given
the graying baby boomers — and many of those jobs require at least some postsecondary education.
On an individual level, middle skills jobs typically offer family-sustaining wages and opportunities for
advancement. They represent a foothold into the middle class.
In the past few years, floods of research reports and analyses have explored the growth, demographics,
characteristics and importance of middle skills jobs in the United States. This paper explores and
synthesizes this research base — with an emphasis on understanding the requirements needed for
future workers to be qualified to fill these jobs given the changing demands of the U.S. labor market.
Given the current mismatch between the demand for middle skills jobs and the supply of workers
with the appropriate education level to fill them (see Figure 1), another goal of this paper is to help
inform U.S. education and workforce policy discussions.
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Defining Jobs by Skills Level
Many labor researchers and workforce experts divide jobs into three basic skill categories: high,
middle and low. Generally, these classifications correspond with the level of workers’ education and
training:
»» High skills jobs are filled typically by individuals who have bachelor’s degrees or higher;
»» Middle skills jobs generally require workers to have some education and training beyond their
high school diploma but less than a bachelor’s degree; and
»» Low skills jobs can be filled by those individuals who have completed a high school
diploma or less.
Within these seemingly straightforward definitions, a lot of variation exists. The practice of
using education level as a proxy for skill levels is common, but it is still just a proxy. Furthermore,
“education” and “training” can encompass a wide variety of activities and programs. Education
can encompass a traditional certificate or degree program from a postsecondary education
institution or training through employer-provided programs, special military training, or internships
and apprenticeships, to name a few options.9 Competencies required for middle skills jobs in
some industries also can be acquired through significant on-the-job training in lieu of a formal
postsecondary degree or certificate.10
Even with these many pathways to middle skills jobs, the importance of postsecondary education
of some kind is undeniable. Individuals with a postsecondary credential or degree are more likely
to secure the types of jobs that provide employer training and are more likely to receive the benefit
of a formal on-the-job training program. In many cases, formal education and on-the-job training
seem to be complementary, rather than substitutes for one another. According to one study, about
23 percent of college graduates received formal company training (and 17 percent received informal
company training) compared to just 13 and 15 percent of high school graduates, respectively.11

What Jobs are Middle Skills?
“Middle skills jobs” encompass a wide variety
of occupations and occupational groups.
Often cited are:

Other types of jobs classified as middle skills
include:

• plumbers;

• clerical workers;

• electricians;

• engineering technicians; and

• health care workers/technicians;

• green technology jobs.

• legal assistants;
• machinists; and
• police officers.12
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• firefighters;

Understanding Jobs Classifications
Different groups use different techniques for classifying jobs into the high, middle or low skills
categories. Table 1 summarizes three different methodologies. In all three, although the details
of how jobs are classified into skill levels differ, the basic constructs are the same:
»» The National Skills Coalition methodology is based on occupational groupings described
by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). High skills jobs tend to be professional or
technical and managerial. Middle skills jobs are clerical, sales, construction installation/
repair, production and transportation/material moving.13 Low skills jobs are service and
agricultural. BLS itself does not use high skills, middle skills and low skills as terms to classify
jobs; instead, it classifies jobs based on the typical education and training level of the
workers in those jobs.14
»» The U.S. Department of Labor’s database of occupation and occupational descriptions,
O*NET, classifies jobs into five zones based on the education, experience and training
necessary to be proficient at those jobs.
»» ACT uses the percentage of jobs within a given industry that require a certain level of
education to determine the “skills” status of occupations, which are also aligned with scores
on ACT’s WorkKeys assessments.

Table 1. Methodologies for Classifying Jobs by Skill Level
National Skills Coalition

O*NET

ACT

Method of
classifying
jobs

Occupational category

Education, experience
and training necessary

Level of education and
WorkKeys skill level
(range is 3–7)

High Skills

ÐÐ Professional/technical
ÐÐ Managerial

Middle
Skills

ÐÐ Clerical
ÐÐ Sales

Job Zones 4 and 5:
Considerable to extensive
preparation needed

ÐÐ At least bachelor’s
degree

Job Zone 3: Medium
preparation needed

ÐÐ Associate degree,
postsecondary award or
on-the-job experience

ÐÐ Construction
installation/repair

ÐÐ WorkKeys score of 6+

ÐÐ WorkKeys score of 5
(sometimes 6)

ÐÐ Production
ÐÐ Transportation/material
moving
Low Skills

ÐÐ Agriculture
ÐÐ Service

Job Zones 1 and 2: Little
or no to some preparation
needed

ÐÐ On-the-job training
(short, moderate, long)
ÐÐ WorkKeys score of 4
or 5
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The Future of the U.S. Workforce
Given pressures brought on by the recent
Future Demand recession, the looming baby boom retirements,
by Skills Level the stagnant college completion rates among
younger Americans, and the increased demand
for higher education and more technical skills from employers, many policymakers and economists
are justifiably concerned about the ability of the U.S. labor market to fully recover and grow. According
to U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) labor market projections released in 2012, the United States
will experience economic growth between 2008 and 2018, and the labor market will increase 10.1
percent, adding 15.3 million jobs.15 Much of this growth will be due to the ongoing recovery from
the recent recession. Further, between 2008 and 2018, the fastest growth will be in occupations that
require associate degrees.16
Reports are mixed on how much middle skills jobs will increase (or decrease) as a proportion of
all jobs in the United States, relative to high and low skills jobs.17, 18, 19 Some predictions — based
on an assumed “dumbbell” effect for the labor market — claim that a polarization of the American
workforce will result in the growth of high and low skills jobs and a decrease in middle skills jobs, yet
the job projection data demonstrate that if there is a dumbbell effect, it will be marginal at best, given
that high, middle and low skills jobs are all projected to grow through 2014. Including both new job
openings and the replacement of retirees, high skills jobs are expected to represent 33 percent of job
openings, low skills jobs 22 percent and middle skills jobs 45 percent.20
These predictions through 2014 are based on historical trends and are only part of the story; they
assume the status quo and do not reflect how new industries or innovations (e.g., biotechnology, the
growing “app” market, natural gas and green technology) will change the U.S. labor market. In the
current global economy, demand clearly will continue to be strongest for middle and high skills jobs,
and these jobs will continue to help grow the U.S. economy.
According to a recent survey of human resource managers, a majority (60 percent) expect they will
have more jobs with technical requirements over the next three to five years than they do today, and
almost half (49 percent) expect higher education levels will be required for most jobs.21
Across states, both the market share and the types
of middle skills jobs that are the most prevalent
vary. For example, in California, middle skills jobs
account for about 43 percent of the workforce, and in Michigan, middle skills jobs make up about 49
percent of the state’s jobs, with a higher than average number of production jobs helping to drive that
figure.22 Table 2 displays state-level projections for jobs by skills level. Data from state-level offices are
somewhat inconsistent when compared to projections derived from national sources. However, the
general story line is the same.

Future Demand by State
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Between 2008 and
2018, the fastest
growth will be in
occupations that
require associate
degrees.

Table 2. Projections for Jobs by Skills Level Based on State Data
2008
Low

High

Low

Middle

High

54%

29%

18%

52%

30%

46%

32%

23%

44%

33%

46%

34%

23%

43%

34%

21%

45%

34%

21%

43%

36%

Floridac

23%

48%

29%

23%

48%

29%

Illinois

18%

50%

32%

20%

47%

33%

Indiana

19%

56%

25%

20%

54%

26%

Iowa

19%

50%

31%

19%

49%

32%

Kentucky

20%

54%

26%

20%

52%

28%

Louisiana

21%

53%

26%

23%

51%

26%

Maine

22%

49%

29%

22%

48%

30%

20%

45%

35%

20%

43%

37%

Massachusetts

19%

44%

37%

20%

42%

38%

Michigan

20%

49%

31%

21%

47%

32%

Minnesota

21%

45%

34%

22%

43%

35%

Mississippi

22%

52%

26%

22%

51%

27%

Arkansas

a

17%

California

22%

Coloradob

20%

Connecticut

Maryland
a

b

Middle

2018

Missouri

20%

51%

28%

21%

49%

30%

New Hampshirea

17%

52%

31%

18%

49%

33%

New Jersey

19%

48%

33%

21%

45%

34%

New Mexico

23%

48%

29%

24%

46%

30%

21%

46%

33%

22%

44%

34%

North Carolina

19%

52%

29%

20%

50%

30%

Ohio

20%

51%

29%

21%

49%

30%

21%

50%

29%

21%

49%

30%

Pennsylvania

19%

51%

30%

19%

51%

30%

Rhode Island

23%

46%

31%

24%

43%

32%

South Carolina

22%

52%

26%

22%

51%

27%

Tennessee

20%

52%

28%

21%

50%

29%

Texas

20%

49%

31%

21%

47%

32%

Vermont

20%

48%

32%

21%

46%

33%

Virginia

20%

47%

33%

20%

44%

36%

Washington

23%

41%

36%

24%

39%

37%

New York
a

Oregon
d

West Virginia

20%

53%

27%

20%

52%

28%

Wisconsin

20%

51%

29%

21%

49%

30%

While a total of 21
million jobs are needed
to put Americans back
to work at prerecession
rates, six sectors
(health care, business,
leisure and hospitality,
construction,
manufacturing, and
retail) are projected
to contribute to the
majority of the growth.
… [T]he recession
accelerated the loss of
many low skills jobs in
the U.S. labor force and
is driving the economy
toward middle and high
skills jobs.

Notes: Some states’ data are reported for different periods: a: 2006–19, b: 2009–19, c: 2010–18, d: 2004–14.
Sixteen states did not have reported data: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming.
Source: National Skills Coalition, State FactSheets, state office reports. www.nationalskillscoalition.org/resources/fact-sheets/state-fact-sheets/
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The growth predicted at an aggregate level does
not tell the whole story given that growth will
vary significantly across occupations. While
a total of 21 million jobs are needed to put
Americans back to work at prerecession rates, six sectors (health care, business, leisure and hospitality,
construction, manufacturing, and retail) are projected to contribute to the majority of the growth.23
A wide range of job types and skills are needed within these sectors, and the combined sectors are
expected to grow from 66 percent of employment to about 85 percent by 2020.24

Demand by Occupational
Sector/Cluster

According to work done by the Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce, one
thing is clear: Future demand will be for workers who have some kind of postsecondary training or
education. The center’s analysis found that the recession accelerated the loss of many low skills jobs
in the U.S. labor force and is driving the economy toward middle and high skills jobs.25
Specifically, the center’s exploration of the job opportunities and skill requirements through 2018
reveals that 63 percent of all jobs will require some kind of postsecondary education and training by
2018. Furthermore, 29 percent of all the job openings between 2008 and 2018 will be for workers with
associate degrees or some college experience (which could include earning a certificate), demonstrating
that the demand coming from jobs will be in the middle skills space.26
Middle skills jobs for workers will be concentrated in six occupational clusters (compared to four for
those with a high school diploma or less). About two-thirds of all new and replacement middle skills
jobs in the U.S. economy between 2008 and 2018 will be in hospitality and tourism (16 percent);
business, management and administration (13 percent); health science (10 percent); marketing, sales
and service (9 percent); transportation, distribution and logistics (9 percent); and manufacturing
(8 percent).27 Note that these are essentially the same sectors described in the paragraph above but
use the National Career Cluster-defined industries, rather than the BLS-defined industry sectors.
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By 2018, the United
States will have 46.8
million job openings.
Thirty million of these
jobs will require some
kind of postsecondary
education, and there
will be a shortfall of
3 million individuals
with the appropriate
level of education to
fill them.

The Mismatch between Workers’ Skills,
Education Levels and Job Requirements
Much of the concern about the limited supply of middle skills workers has to do with the documented
skills gap — the difference between the skills required by occupations in the labor market and the
skills workers in the labor market possess. The severity of the skills mismatch depends greatly on
the approach used to measure it. A BLS analysis combining the education required by occupations
and the educational attainment of workers in those occupations suggests that, by and large, workers
in most occupations have education levels consistent with the level of education required by that
occupation, although the match might not be exact.28
A less optimistic picture is painted by ACT’s analysis of the skills gap. Using its JobPro database,
ACT analyzed the set of skills (as determined by WorkKeys, a set of skills assessments) possessed
by individuals at high, middle and low education levels in comparison to the skills required for high,
middle and low skills occupations. Across four industries (manufacturing, health care, energy and
construction), significant gaps existed between the skills required for jobs at all three skill levels and
the skills of assessment-takers with a similar education level. By and large, individuals lacked the
skills necessary for success in those industries.29
Importantly, the skills mismatch between middle education workers and middle skills jobs was the
most pronounced. For example, in both the manufacturing and construction industries, only 30
percent of those with middle levels of education (associate degree, postsecondary award or significant
work experience) met or exceeded the level of reading comprehension skills required for middle skills
jobs. Across all four industries, only 27 percent of those with middle levels of education met or
exceeded the level of locating information skills required for middle skills jobs.30

One thing is certain:
Middle skills jobs are
available, if workers are
qualified to fill them.
… In Manpower, Inc.’s
2011 Talent Shortage
Survey Results, seven
of the top 10 jobs
employers cited as
being the most difficult
to fill were middle skills
jobs (e.g., technicians,
sales representatives,
skilled trades workers,
secretaries/office
support staff).

While a number of factors likely contribute to this mismatch — such as young adults not getting
information on high-demand industries and fields, limited workforce training, and the rising cost of
higher education — lack of preparation for postsecondary education is certainly part of the problem.
About 50 percent of individuals seeking an associate degree at a public institution of higher education
are placed in remedial math and/or English courses, and fewer than 10 percent of those students go
on to earn their associate degree within three years.31
One thing is certain: Middle skills jobs are available, if workers are qualified to fill them. The
availability of middle skills jobs was relatively robust prior to the 2007 recession. Even then,
60 percent of employers reported that candidates applying for jobs lacked skills to fill available
positions.32 In Manpower, Inc.’s 2011 Talent Shortage Survey Results, seven of the top 10 jobs employers
cited as being the most difficult to fill were middle skills jobs (e.g., technicians, sales representatives,
skilled trades workers, secretaries/office support staff).33
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Another way to explore this mismatch is by
looking at the current supply of jobs in each state
and the current level of education of its citizens.
In other words, does a state’s supply of workers
meet the demands of that state’s employers? Data show that in nearly every state, the workforce
and labor demands are mismatched. Some states — most notably southern and traditional “rust belt”
states — have substantially more low skills workers than low skills jobs. For example, 29 percent of the
Arkansas workforce is considered “low skills” while 18 percent of its jobs are low skills. On the other side
of the coin, in some states (mostly northeastern states), the percentage of high skills workers in the state
is outpacing the workforce demand. In Massachusetts, for example, 47 percent of the workforce is high
skills, while only 37 percent of the jobs are classified as such.

Skills and Education
Mismatch by State

What is common across every single state, except one, is that there are more middle skills jobs available
than there are middle skills workers. (Washington has even percentages of middle skills workers and jobs.)
Importantly, a number of states have oversupplies of both low skills and high skills workers, which makes
the mismatch between their middle skills workers and jobs particularly great. For example, in California,
there are more low skills and high skills workers than jobs in those categories, while the percentage of
middle skills jobs is nine percentage points higher than the percentage of workers at that skill level.
Unsurprisingly then, while demand for workers
with postsecondary education will continue to be
strong in the next decade, supply may not be able to
meet the demand. According to one set of projections, by 2018 the United States will have 46.8 million
job openings. Thirty million of these jobs will require some kind of postsecondary education, and there
will be a shortfall of 3 million individuals with the appropriate level of education to fill them.34

Future Supply

There is already some evidence of this shortfall, particularly with middle skills positions. According to
surveys in several states, the majority of vacant jobs require some postsecondary education but less
than a bachelor’s degree — in other words, middle skills jobs.35
Other studies give more cause for hope. The supply of educated workers is driven by changes in
return on educational investment. When the return on investment is high, supply grows; when it is
low, supply declines.36 Given that the return on investment for middle skills jobs seems to be, by and
large, comparatively high, supply should grow (see “Middle Skills Jobs and Access to Middle Class
Jobs,” page 16). Additionally, current trends show that postsecondary certificates make up a rapidly
growing proportion of the awards earned by students, especially students of color and women.37
Yet even if certificate attainment is increasing, particularly among individuals who have traditionally
held the majority of low skills positions, the education opportunities and labor opportunities may
continue to be misaligned. All too often, students do not pursue education in the fields that are most
demanded by employers. Furthermore, students in K–12 and institutions of higher education do not
receive sufficient information about where demand is for workers (in terms of what industries in the
region have large growth). Therefore, too few students attending college or technical schools choose
programs that will have high returns on investment.38 This trend suggests that there is a lack of useful,
and ongoing, career counseling to help students and parents make informed choices, as well as a lack of
data being shared with schools about the state’s or region’s economic outlook and career opportunities.
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What is common
across every single
state, except one, is
that there are more
middle skills jobs
available than there
are middle skills
workers.

Table 3. Supply of Jobs and Supply of Qualified Workers, by State (2009)
Low skills
jobs

Low skills
workers

Middle
skills jobs

Middle
skills
workers

High
skills jobs

High
skills
workers

United States (2008)

19%

24%

52%

42%

29%

34%

Arkansas (2007)

18%

29%

57%

49%

25%

22%

California

20%

27%

47%

38%

33%

35%

Colorado

20%

18%

47%

36%

33%

46%

Connecticut

20%

20%

45%

37%

35%

43%

Florida

23%

23%

51%

43%

26%

34%

Illinois

19%

23%

50%

41%

31%

36%

Indiana

20%

26%

55%

49%

25%

25%

Iowa

19%

23%

54%

49%

27%

28%

Kentucky

19%

27%

54%

45%

27%

28%

Louisiana

20%

27%

53%

44%

27%

29%

Maine

21%

21%

49%

44%

30%

35%

Maryland

20%

19%

44%

38%

36%

43%

Massachusetts

20%

18%

43%

35%

37%

47%

Michigan

20%

21%

50%

45%

30%

34%

Minnesota

20%

18%

47%

43%

33%

39%

Mississippi

21%

30%

54%

47%

25%

23%

Missouri

20%

24%

51%

48%

29%

28%

New Hampshire (2007)

18%

19%

52%

42%

30%

39%

New Jersey

19%

21%

48%

35%

33%

44%

New Mexico

23%

30%

47%

44%

30%

26%

New York

21%

23%

46%

39%

33%

38%

North Carolina

24%

20%

51%

43%

29%

33%

Ohio

21%

24%

51%

48%

28%

28%

Oregon

20%

21%

49%

43%

31%

36%

Pennsylvania (2007)

19%

27%

53%

42%

28%

31%

Rhode Island

23%

24%

46%

40%

31%

36%

South Carolina

21%

25%

53%

47%

26%

28%

Tennessee

19%

27%

54%

44%

27%

29%

Texas

20%

29%

51%

40%

29%

31%

Vermont

20%

22%

47%

43%

33%

35%

Virginia

19%

20%

47%

39%

34%

41%

Washington

20%

18%

48%

48%

32%

34%

West Virginia

20%

29%

54%

45%

26%

26%

Wisconsin

21%

20%

52%

46%

27%

34%

Notes: Sixteen states did not have reported data: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming.
Source: National Skills Coalition, State FactSheets, state office reports. www.nationalskillscoalition.org/resources/fact-sheets/state-factsheets/; U.S. data from www.nationalskillscoalition.org/assets/reports-/the-bridge-to-a-new-economy.pdf
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Many Paths to Education for Middle
Skills Jobs
Historically, federal and state policy has focused on increasing the number of U.S. college graduates
— from both two- and four-year institutions of higher education — to strengthen the workforce
and U.S. competitiveness. Yet the preparation for middle skills jobs is diverse and implicates every
type of postsecondary institution and training. Therefore, it is little surprise that, in recent years,
states have been focusing on improving access to community colleges, along with expanding
partnerships between those two-year institutions and local business to ensure a smooth transition
from the classroom to the (often middle skills) workplace. Community colleges are a major source of
training for workers who will be employed in middle skills jobs; for example, about 80 percent of all
firefighters, law enforcement officers and emergency medical technicians and 60 percent of all nurses
were trained at community colleges.39
Outside of community colleges, remaining middle skills workers are educated at four-year institutions;
through formal on-the-job training (on or off site); or through other industry training programs, such
as apprenticeship or vocational certification programs.40
For the most part, two-year institutions award
associate degrees including, but not limited
to, associate of arts, degrees that typically are
considered to be “transfer” degrees preparing students for continuing their education at a four-year
institution; associate of science, degrees that typically prepare students both for a specific area of
work and potentially for transfer to a four-year institution; and associate of applied science, degrees
that are typically intended to be terminal and linked to a specific profession.

Associate Degrees

Increasingly, the line between institutional sectors is blurring as many four-year institutions also
award associate degrees and two-year institutions award bachelor’s degrees. In 2010, about 850,000
associate degrees were awarded in the United States. Two-year institutions awarded almost
600,000, and four-year institutions awarded about 250,000 — split approximately evenly between
public and private (about 107,000) and for-profit, four-year institutions (about 102,000), with
only a small number of certificates awarded by private, nonprofit institutions (about 41,000).41 As
noted previously, between 2008 and 2018, the fastest growth will be in occupations that require
associate degrees.42
Some of the formal education required for middle
skills jobs takes the form of sub-baccalaureate
certificates. These types of awards provide
technical and vocational education and typically take less time to earn than a full degree. Generally
speaking, and as collected in the federal Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS),
there are three types of sub-baccalaureate certificates: less than one year, between one and two years,
and between two and four years.

Certificates
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In the 2009–10 academic year, almost 1 million sub-baccalaureate certificates were awarded. About
a third (365,000) of these were awarded by public two-year institutions, while more than 250,000
were awarded by non-degree granting institutions and another 150,000 by private for-profit,
two-year institutions. Unsurprisingly, four-year institutions awarded fewer than 10 percent of
sub-baccalaureate certificates.43 Most sub-baccalaureate certificates were in health care, business and
technology.44
Importantly, the earnings gains from certificates are most strongly found for those programs that
are at least a year long and are in a high-demand field.45, 46 Forty-three percent of certificate holders
earn more than people with associate degrees, and 27 percent earn more than people with bachelor’s
degrees.47

[T]he earnings gains
from certificates are
most strongly found for
those programs that are
at least a year long and
are in a high-demand
field.

On average, certificate holders earn 20 percent more than high school graduates, accounting for
an additional $240,000 in lifetime earnings. More than 60 percent of certificates have a clearly
demonstrated economic payoff over a high school diploma, defined in this case as earnings 10 percent
higher than the median high school graduate.48
In Kentucky, for example, the average return on the investment for those who earned a certificate
of at least one year is comparable to the returns of earning an associate degree ($8,000 per year for
women and $7,000 for men). Additionally, demographic groups that traditionally have lower wages,
such as minority or low-income youth, are more likely to earn certificates, on average. In 2008–09,
certificate earners were largely women (women earned more than 60 percent of short- and longerterm certificates) as well as minority students (black and Hispanic individuals earned about a third of
short- and longer-term certificates) — although there is still a lot of variability when looking at the
demographics across the fields of study and certificate-granting institutions.49 Also important to note
is that there has been limited research on the long-term value of certificates and the resiliency of the
individuals who earn them throughout economic downturns. Whether certificate holders can weather
times of economic instability — like individuals with bachelor’s degrees — is still unclear.
For many middle skills jobs, training received
through formal education or through on-thejob training or work experience is sufficient.
However, some middle skills jobs require additional certification. The dental hygienist position, for
example, is cited in the literature often as a middle skills job that will experience significant growth.
Most dental hygienist programs offer a certificate or an associate degree, and dental hygienists
generally also need to be licensed by the state in which they are employed. In many cases, the degree
programs are aligned directly with preparing their students for those licenses or certifications.50
According to one analysis, one-third of certificate holders also have an associate, bachelor’s or master’s
degree — with two-thirds of these certificate holders having earned their certificate before going on
to earn another degree and one-third earning a certificate after earning their postsecondary degree.51

Additional Certification
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Middle Skills Jobs and Access to Middle
Class Jobs
Discussion of jobs in terms of high, middle and low skills generally has focused on the type or length
of education or training, not on wage earning power. But the question remains: Do middle skills jobs
equal middle class jobs? In short, the answer is yes. Yet there is more to the story.
While there is no clear definition of “middle class,” income levels often are used to delineate upper,
middle and lower class earners. U.S. Census Bureau data do suggest that individuals with middle
skills jobs are the middle income class (in that they are in the middle four income deciles). Forty-five
percent of individuals with some college and 45 percent of individuals with associate degrees (those
most likely to be employed in middle skills jobs) were in the middle income classes in 2007. Notably,
more than a third of associate degree earners were in the top income deciles. The remainder of those
with some college was split fairly evenly between the low and high income deciles.52
Explored another way, more than 85 percent of the nearly 73 million individuals who earned
minimum wage or less in 2010 did not have a postsecondary degree — and nearly 60 percent had
only a high school diploma or less.53

Figure 2. Education Level and Income Deciles
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Source: Carnevale, A. P., Smith, N., and Strohl, J. (2010). Help Wanted: Projections of Jobs and Education Requirements through 2018.
Washington, DC: Georgetown University. www9.georgetown.edu/grad/gppi/hpi/cew/pdfs/FullReport.pdf

In many cases, middle skills jobs allow workers
to earn better than average wages. The median
national salary was about $37,000 in 2010. But
many middle skills jobs have higher median
salaries, even given the variation that exists across
54
fields. Wages are not going to be high in every field, as the specific work tasks and skills required to
successfully perform a job can be very strong predictors of salary.55 For example, in 2010, the median
salary was $31,900 for secretaries and administrative assistants, $45,300 for firefighters, and $52,500
for telecommunications equipment installers and repairers — all considered middle skills jobs.56

Wages for Middle Skills Jobs
by Field, Skills Required
and Type of Education
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Job Projections
CareerOneStop, a
website sponsored by
the U.S. Department of
Labor, Employment and
Training Administration,
is a useful tool
for exploring job
projection data, as well
as state-specific and
national information
(e.g., median wages,
projected growth,
the distribution of
educational attainment)
on all BLS-categorized
jobs. For more, see
www.careeronestop.org.

Using the O*NET classifications and data, the median annual salary for individuals in Job Zone 3/
middle skills jobs (defined as jobs that require medium preparation, rather than any specific degree)
is $43,520, compared to $31,780 for Job Zone 2 and $22,035 for Job Zone 1 occupations.57

Focus on STEM
Occupations in the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields are often
thought to be an important driver of innovation and economic competitiveness. The U.S.
workforce lost STEM jobs during the recession and currently has a small proportion of STEM
jobs overall.58 However, STEM jobs are expected to grow at a rate of 17 percent while nonSTEM jobs will grow at a rate of 10 percent by 2018.59 The STEM challenge is twofold: ensuring
not only that these types of jobs are created through innovation and expansion but also that
workers are available to fill the jobs.
In the discussion of the relationship between wages and education, STEM occupations, in
particular, generate a lot of interest. While most of the STEM jobs by 2018 will require at least
a bachelor’s degree, there are two STEM occupations (electrical and electronic engineering
technicians and surveying and mapping technicians) in which students with either some
college (including postsecondary certificate holders) or associate degrees will earn more on
average than workers who hold bachelor’s degrees — although the differences are rather
small. Additionally, workers with some college (including postsecondary certificate holders)
will earn higher wages on average than associate degree holders in eight STEM occupations
by 2018.60

Both the level and type of education have an effect on wage earning potential. In a study of Florida
students, researchers found that, among the group of students that had no college education,
earnings were highest for those who had completed some kind of technical education along with a
New Basics curriculum (consisting of four years of English and three years each of math, science and
social studies) in high school.61 This finding also was true of the Florida students who had completed
a college degree: Those with a technical education earned more than those without.62 Although most
of the research about middle skills jobs and education suggests that a certain level of education is
necessary, field of education can be just as important as length of education.63
This finding is supported by analyses showing that even jobs that require some on-the-job training can have
higher median wages than those that require a bachelor’s degree, particularly jobs that require specialized
skills or are in high demand. For example, the 2010 median salary for elevator technicians was almost
$70,000, while the median salary for occupations requiring a bachelor’s degree was just above $57,000.64

The Impact of the Skills Mismatch on the Recession
According to some analyses, the level of unemployment experienced during the recession would
not have been so high had proper investment been put into educating, training and retraining
workers for the new economy. Industries were transforming, but workers’ skills were not being
upgraded, leaving many individuals unemployed and unable to find jobs.65
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Policy Implications and Initiatives To
Address Middle Skills Jobs Demand
Increasing access to postsecondary education alone is not enough to keep up with the demand for
middle skills workers (although it is an important piece of the puzzle). Additional efforts need to be
made to educate and train a middle skills workforce, including creating education/sector partnerships
and clearly articulated career pathways.66 Increasing the information given to students and adult
workers is of paramount importance. Students and parents are not always given the information they
need, such as data on high-growth or high-demand industries in their regions, entrance requirements
to programs, and the success rates at local postsecondary and training institutions, to complete
education that will result in employment in a high-return occupation — or employment at all.67
The federal government, states and many policy organizations have been focused on ensuring that
workers have the skills necessary to fill the available jobs. For example:
»» Skills2Compete is an initiative of the National Skills Coalition (formerly The Workforce Alliance)
that brings attention to the need to increase the supply of middle skills workers. The campaign
issued a call to action in 2007 through reports highlighting the future demand for middle skills
workers both nationally and at the state level. So far, 13 states have worked with the National
Skills Coalition to develop their own Skills2Compete campaigns.68
»» In 2006, ACT initiated the National Career Readiness Certificate (NCRC) program, which
is not a training program but a way of certifying workers’ skills and potential for success using
assessments from the WorkKeys test. More than 40 states use the NCRC in some capacity.69

The Opportunities and Challenges of Certificates
Although the current policy environment is pro-certificate, many unknowns remain. For one,
because certificate programs are so specifically targeted, postsecondary certificate holders’
skills may be less transferable than if they had attained an associate degree and almost
certainly a bachelor’s degree. Additionally, current data indicate that four-year college degree
holders are able to weather economic fluctuations better than other individuals, including
two-year degree holders, with lower unemployment rates, poverty rates and likelihood of
earning only minimum wage. However, the effect of fluctuations on certificate holders is not
understood because available data sources to perform this type of analysis (mostly U.S. Census
Bureau data) lump certificate holders in with “some college,” which includes people who
attended any amount and level of postsecondary education but do not have an award.
In any event, many postsecondary institutions, particularly community colleges and technical
schools, are taking steps to map or stack certificate curricula into associate degree pathways as
a means for optimizing flexibility and future opportunity for people pursuing certificates.
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»» On October 4, 2010, President Obama announced Skills for America’s Future, an initiative
now housed at the Aspen Institute, which is intended to build a national workforce by improving
industry and community college relations. The employer-led initiative is focused on building a
network of partnerships among employers, community colleges, industry associations and other
key stakeholders.70
»» Forty-two states joined together to develop the Common Career Technical Core (CCTC), a
shared set of career and technical education (CTE) standards for what students should know and
be able to do at the end of a program of study within a particular career field.
Connecting employers with educators will help target essential skills and best practices for educating
and training future workers. Many industry/education partnerships have already been formed. For
example, the Manufacturing Institute received a grant in 2009 to work with colleges to plan programs
that include the National Association of Manufacturers-endorsed Manufacturing Skills Certification
System. The goal is to help train workers for more advanced jobs in manufacturing by offering “stackable”
certificates.71 Companies such as Oracle, Microsoft and Cisco also offer industry certification programs
in an effort to train workers for jobs.
It is also critical that all students in the K–12 education system graduate with the academic foundation
they need to pursue the career of their choice — and the postsecondary education and training needed
for entry into that career. When students are forced to take remedial courses, the likelihood that they
will complete their postsecondary education at all, much less on time, drops from 13.9 percent to 9.5
percent for an associate degree and from 22.6 percent to 13.1 percent for a one- to one-and-a-halfyear certificate.72 With chronically high remediation rates at two-year colleges, broadening access to
postsecondary programs clearly is not enough without also ensuring that students are prepared for
success in those programs with a strong K–12 foundation.

Recommendations

» E
 nsure that all students graduate high
school having taken a rigorous, college- and
career-ready curriculum.

»» Provide a range of career exploration activities for students, including CTE courses, workbased learning opportunities and dual enrollment.
»» Provide opportunities for educators to integrate academic and CTE coursework and
instruction, so students can experience high-quality, technical training in high school that also
reinforces their mastery of core academic content (and are applying content in truly authentic
ways in their academic classes).
»» Conduct an analysis comparing the industries or career opportunities with the highest level
of demand in the state, region and/or district with the program offerings at local institutions
of higher education.
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»» Improve the flow of information to high school and postsecondary students, parents
and the public on high-demand careers and available apprenticeship, certification and/
or degree programs, including their costs, admissions requirements and return on investment,
if available. This information certainly can be, and often is, embedded in CTE programs, but it
should not just be limited to those students pursuing a CTE pathway. Hosting career days with
a focus on the specific types of preparation necessary for certain careers, providing information
through guidance/career counselors and building specific postsecondary options into high school
students’ individual education/graduation plans (which a number of states require for all students)
are just a few ways to make the information available and actionable for students.
»» Provide incentives for institutions of higher education to work with their economic
development and business communities and focus on providing those certifications or degrees
that meet the needs of students, maximize potential for student and programmatic success, have a
significant return on investment, and are aligned to high-demand and/or high-growth industries.
»» Better align employment and economic data collection with today’s realities. For example,
the U.S. Census Bureau’s educational attainment categories do not include individuals who have
earned a certificate but rather jump from “some college” to “associate degree.” The lack of data
about such an important population certainly affects, and limits, accurate analyses and projections.
States can help address this lack through their own data collection efforts.
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With chronically
high remediation
rates at two-year
colleges (which lower
the likelihood that
students will earn
an associate degree
from 13.9 percent
to 9.5 percent and a
one- to one-and-ahalf-year certificate
from 22.6 percent
to 13.1 percent,
let alone on time),
broadening access
to postsecondary
programs clearly is
not enough without
also ensuring
that students are
prepared for success
in those programs
with a strong K–12
foundation.

Conclusion
The United States’ workforce and economy have always been important areas of study for both
researchers and policymakers, particularly strategies to ensure that the U.S. workforce is the most
highly educated and skilled in the world — and therefore, the most competitive. Current and
growing jobs projections, particularly those conducted after the recent recession, show a continued
growth in high and middle skills jobs and increasing education requirements, particularly for
today’s increasingly sophisticated middle skills jobs. Because nearly all middle skills jobs require
postsecondary education, all high school students need to graduate ready to enter postsecondary
education — without the need for remediation — to have access to their careers of choice.
Middle skills jobs are a critical piece of the American workforce and economy, now and in the
future. But ultimately, the policy discussion is not solely about increasing educational attainment.
Policymakers are rightly concerned about ensuring that individuals have the education and skills they
need to access the good jobs that offer opportunities for advancement, as well as reach the middle
class. The link between a strong academic foundation that prepares individuals for postsecondary
college and careers and increased wages, increased security and increased lifelong opportunities is
clear. Policymakers also are rightly concerned about the nation’s global economic competitiveness.
Increasing the number of educated and skilled workers — especially to meet, and help create, future
demand — is one way to ensure that the United States remains competitive and innovative.
While the effects of such a focus may be somewhat speculative, history is a powerful teacher. If the
demand for educated workers is not met here and if workers’ education is not aligned with the needs
of industry, then industries will locate where they can be assured of finding the workforce they need.
For these reasons, continuing to grow our knowledge and understanding of middle skills jobs is
critical. Policymakers at the national, state and local levels must ensure that pathways to the necessary
education and training are available, accessible and aligned to the needs of those in the U.S. workforce.
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